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一、Specifications and technical parameters of 

the machine 
 

1）working voltage：220V-240V 

2）Power :150W，Net weight：60KGS 

3）size ：W1400×D920×H640（mm） 
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二、Random accessories list 
 

三、Game Description  

order 

numbe

r 

name Model 

specific

ation  

Numb

er 

Picture 

1 Power 

cord  

10A/25

0V 

1  

2 
Launch 

wheel  
 2 

 

3 key  2  

4 English  1  

5 

 

Optical

 eye s

witch  

 

 1 

 

6 Dinosaur  1 
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1、Insert coins 

2、Press the start button to start the game  

3、Press the handle switch button, the ball  shoot 

out, knocking down the moving target of Dinosaur 

as many as possible , the more knock down, the 

more points can win 

4、The game is divided into two rounds, Pass the 

round 1 player can enter into round 2. 

5. Game over, win tickets or capsule toys. 

This equipment is the product developed by our 

company since Jan 2019 . It is deeply loved by the 

children at home and abroad.Characteristic ： 

1）unique appearance design, dazzling lighting 

effects 

2）Simple and fun gameplay, the game ends with toy, 

or lottery award  

3）the unique program has its own development, and 

the high quality electronic chip is selected, and the 

program is stable and efficient.  

4.a variety of professional design, suitable for any 

style of playground and children's playground, 

choose the playground, the necessary facilities for 

the playground, can be placed in children's 
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playground, supermarket, video game city, 

shopping mall and other venues.  

 

四、Machine introduction  

 

1）the size and general of the whole machine  

Size 95*54*144cm 

Power: 150W 

2）the internal real picture and introduction of the 

whole machine  

 

 

五、.Common faults and Solutions  

 
Failure 

phenomeno
n  

Analysis  processing method  

The whole 
machine is 
not working  

1、Power failure  
2、Damage of switch power 
box  
3、Safety pipe damage  

1、Check the power supply 
voltage fault AC  
2、+12 DC output, if there 
is no switch power box  
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3、Replacement of the 
insurance pipe  

voice  

1、Trumpet bad  
2、The line of the horn is 
loosened 
3、Sound output problem, 
music chip  
4、The back button of the 
main board is shut down 

1、Change the trump 
2、Check line reconnection 
3、Check the motherboard 
music chip, change  
4、Turn the sound button 
on the main board to turn 
up the volume  

Keep a 
capsule 

toys 

1、Light eye burn  
2、Main board burning  

1、Replacement  
2、replacement 

Not reacting 
to the coin  

1、The machine is loose or 
bad. 1、check or replace 

capsule 
toys do not 

come out 
1、Get stuck or broken 1、Artificial exclusion, 

check or replace  

Do not 
launch a 

bullet  

1、No bullet 
2、stuck 
3、Launch wheel damage  

1、Fill 
2、Check 
3、replace 

knockdown 
no score  1、Scoring light bad 1、replace 

021 1、Lack capsule toys 
2、Gashapon stuck 

1、fill  
2、check 

022 Lottery failure  Check machine  

methods for troubleshooting  

一、false report  

021： capsule hopper motor broken ， check the 

machine have any capsule toys,or motor ,or capsule 
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hopper sensor 

022：Tickets failure，check the machine have any 

Tickets 

 

二、NO ball out  

Check whether the line head is off, or whether there is 

something on the ball. 

The ball can't pop up normally  

三、The bullet launches a small force or can not be 

sent out. Check whether the launch wheel is 

damaged Please pay attention to the red right and 

change the left position of the white when replace.  

六、Parameter setting method  

Open the back, find the key to open the stop on the 

motherboard    
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Adjustment instruction   

Long Press Setting Key （2-3second）into setting 

Long Press Setting Key （2-3second）into setting 

C1=>Put1-10coins Play once setting（Switching by pressing the add-subtract 

key ） 

C2=>Target sub-setting 50points-200points 

C3=>How many scores to get how many tickets, 1points-20points for one 

ticket  

   （If the capsule toys  gift is set, it must be adjusted to 0. ） 

C4=>Volume control can adjust volume 1-10 as needed  

C5=>The game time can be adjusted up to 90 seconds for highest level and 30 

seconds for the lowest level.  

C6 is English and Chinese language exchange  

C7 is for link  

D1 is for testing gun shooting balls:press + starting testing,press - stop . 

ERROR 21 ,Capsule toys error, check capsule hopper with enough capsule 

toys or not, or hopper sensor problem  

ERROR22,ticket error, check ticket dispensor  

After setting up, press the key to exit and enter the main game. The 

check key can check the number of coins and gifts.  

Reset button :Press 5 seconds or so to clear the number of coins and 

gifts.  


